Intraoperative computed tomography guided neuronavigation: concepts, efficiency, and work flow.
Image-guided surgery is currently considered to be of undisputed value in microsurgical and endoscopical neurosurgery, but one of its major drawbacks is the degradation of accuracy during frameless stereotactic neuronavigation due to brain and/or lesion shift. A computed tomography (CT) scanner system (Philips Tomoscan M) developed for the operating room was connected to a pointer device navigation system for image-guided surgery (Philips EasyGuide system) in order to provide an integrated solution to this problem, and the advantages of this combination were evaluated in 20 cases (15 microsurgical and 5 endoscopic). The integration of the scanner into the operating room setup was successful in all procedures. The patients were positioned on a specially developed scanner table, which permitted movement to a scanning position then back to the operating position at any time during surgery. Contrast-enhanced preoperative CCTs performed following positioning and draping were of high quality in all cases, because a radiolucent head fixation technique was used. The accuracy achieved with this combination was significantly better (1.6:1.22.2). The overall concept is one of working in a closed system where everything is done in the same room, and the efficiency of this is clearly proven in different ways. The most important fact is the time saved in the overall treatment process (about 55 h for one operating room over a 6-month period). The combination of an intraoperative CCT scanner with the pointer device neuronavigation system permits not only the intraoperative control of resection of brain tumors, but also (in about 20% of cases) the identification of otherwise invisible residual tumor tissue by intraoperative update of the neuronavigation data set. Additionally, an image update solves the problem of intraoperative brain and/or tumor shifts during image-guided resection. Having the option of making an intraoperative quality check at any time leads to significantly increased efficiency, improves the operating work flow because of the closed-system concept, and offers an integrated solution for improved patient work flow and clinical outcome.